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From time to time, patients under my care have a need to undergo surgery. Based on my experience
from their many requests, I have developed the following simple approach to minimize any risk from
herbal interactions and ensure a healthy recovery.

Surgery and Herbs: Do They Mix?

An opinion expressed by doctors and widely held in the medical community is that surgery and herbs
do not mix. For example, an article in the influential medical journal Anesthesia stated: “An increasing
number of patients are taking herbal medicines such as echinacea, garlic, ginkgo biloba, ginseng, St.
John’s Wort, valerian, ephedra, kava, grapefruit juice and ginger. Although these herbal medications
are considered ‘natural’ products that may have some benefits, adverse effects such as increased
bleeding tendencies and drug interactions are associated with their use. … Currently available data

suggest that all herbal medicines should be ceased 2 weeks before surgery.”1

Let me say at the outset that it is good to be cautious. For that reason, I generally recommend to my
patients that they stop taking their herbs, with a few exceptions I will give later in this article, about
one week (not two weeks) before surgery. This is not because I believe there is any risk or evidence of
harm. It is a conservative approach due to the potential unknowns. There is no definitive proof of harm
from taking herbs right up to the day of surgery. This is despite the fact that surveys have found that

the use of herbs by patients undergoing surgery is widespread.2,3

The main concern expressed in the medical journals is that some herbs can increase the tendency to
bleed. Fears about garlic and ginger have some rational basis, but the journal articles also mention
herbs like feverfew, chamomile and ginseng, which have never been connected to adverse bleeding
events in case reports. There seems to be a willingness to believe even the most flimsy of arguments.

Feverfew and chamomile are good examples of this. The anti-platelet activity (decreasing the tendency
of platelets to stick together, which may lead to bleeding) of feverfew has been shown only in test-tube
research at concentrations that are not reached when patients take the usual doses of the herb.
Furthermore, the platelets of patients taking feverfew were found to aggregate normally, indicating

that normal aggregating mechanisms are intact.4

The daily dose of feverfew leaves usually recommended for migraine is less than 200 mg. No chemical
constituent in feverfew is found at more than a few percent. Assuming that any constituents with anti-
platelet activities total 5 percent, which is unlikely, these compounds would need to be active at a daily
dose of 10 mg or less for feverfew to have significant anti-platelet activity. As such, they would be
much more potent than aspirin and, if they existed, drug companies would have patented them as



novel anti-platelet drugs decades ago.

Chamomile contains phytochemicals known as coumarins. One of the many misunderstandings made
by those who are not well-trained in phytochemistry is confusion over the word coumarin. The herb
sweet clover (Melilotus officinalis) contains coumarin itself, which is the core structure for the other
coumarins. “Sweet clover disease” was a bleeding disorder first noted in cattle fed spoiled sweet
clover hay. Although it was described in the 1920s, it was not until 1941 that the chemical responsible

was identified as dicoumarol.5 Dicoumarol, formed from two molecules of coumarin by bacterial action
in damaged hay, was subsequently developed as the first oral anticoagulant drug. However, its
anticoagulant action was slow in onset and difficult to terminate, and this led to the use of synthetic
analogues, the most widely used of which is warfarin (Coumadin). Properly dried sweet clover does not
contain dicoumarol and thus has no anticoagulant activity under normal circumstances.

To the natural therapist or phytochemist, the word coumarin means plant chemicals based on the
coumarin structure, but to the pharmacist or medical researcher, the term often means anticoagulant
drugs related to phytochemicals in the coumarin group. This misunderstanding explains the
inappropriate concerns about the anticoagulant activity of herbs often expressed by the latter group.
There is no evidence that normal coumarins found in common plants (and not altered by bacteria) have

any anticoagulant activity whatsoever.6

Chamomile does not even contain coumarin as such, but has the coumarin derivates herniarin and

umbelliferone.7 Feeding massive amounts of chamomile to rats (more chamomile tea than could be

drunk in a year) produced no toxic effects.8 The rats certainly did not bleed to death, as they would if
fed dicoumarol, a common rat poison.

If the medicinal herbs of this world could speak, they would be suing for defamation. The facts are that

the vast majority of herbs do not increase bleeding tendency, including even ginkgo.9 However, I did
mention earlier that there were some exceptions to my one-week rule. Garlic and ginger are the two
main ones. Garlic has been credibly linked to adverse bleeding events after surgery, and ginger in very

high doses could cause the same problem.10,11 I recommend that these two herbs be stopped two full
weeks prior to surgery. Importantly, the adverse events for garlic were from its use as a food, not as a
dietary supplement. I wonder, how many surgeons are also asking patients to stop eating garlic and
ginger from all sources prior to undergoing surgery? I certainly do!

Minimizing the Effects of General Anesthesia

One of the most debilitating aspects of surgery is the side effect of general anesthesia. Observation of
my patients suggests that the longer the surgical procedure and the longer they are under general
anesthesia, the more likely they are to experience ill effects. The herb I use to minimize the impact of
general anesthesia on the whole body, and especially the liver, is milk thistle (Silybum marianum). I
recommend the concentrated extract in tablet form (200 mg) be commenced about three weeks prior
to surgery. The herb is continued right up to the day before surgery and then recommenced as soon
after as possible for a minimum of three weeks. The anticipated length of the procedure determines
the amount to be taken and duration of use post-surgery. For surgery up to two hours, the dose should
be three tablets a day continued for four weeks after surgery. If the surgery takes two to four hours,
the suggested dose is four tablets a day for three weeks prior and six weeks after surgery. For surgery



more than four hours, the dose is still four tablets a day, but it is to be continued for two to three
months post-surgery.

Milk thistle primarily protects the liver against toxic insult. There is no evidence to suggest that this

herb interacts with drugs by increasing their hepatic metabolism.12 Hence, it does not adversely
interact with the anesthetic drugs.

Promoting Healing

Without the miracle of healing, all surgical procedures would be lethal. Enhancing this natural healing
response should be a priority in any patient who has just undergone surgery. Support for the immune
system is a key aspect of improving healing, since immune cells belonging to innate immunity are
intricately involved in the early phases of the healing response. Major surgery is also known to

suppress natural-killer (NK) cell activity.13 These two factors point to echinacea root as the key
immune herb to use post-surgically, given what we know about this herb and innate immunity and NK

cells.14

But equally important is the use of herbs that promote revascularization and connective tissue
production. Grape seed extract is a rich source of oligomeric procyanidins. It has a number of key
actions related to healing, including the support of connective tissue, especially in microcirculation, by

protecting the collagen and elastin in the microvessel wall.15 In clinical trials, grape seed extract has

been shown to support microcirculation and improve capillary resistance.16,17 The herb also improves
venous function, reducing edema and improving venous tone, which both auger well for reducing the

risk of post-surgical deep-vein thrombosis (DVT).18,19

Although not always thought of in this way, there is clinical evidence that suggests ginkgo biloba
extract is a key herb for microcirculation. For example, it increased blood flow in nailfold capillaries

and in the retina.20,21 It will combine well with grape seed extract in this respect.

When it comes to herbs that promote the growth of new connective tissue, the only one that stands out
is gotu kola (Centella asiatica). This underestimated medicinal herb has been the subject of numerous
clinical trials that testify to its capacity to effect healing when all else has failed. One key example of

this: the trials that show improved healing rates in cases of leprosy.22,23 Clinical trials have established
that the active fraction from the herb improves microcirculation and wound healing, with favorable

effects on connective tissue metabolism.24-27 Pharmacological studies support an acceleration of the

healing process, especially in terms of the production and strength of connective tissue.28,29

The active fraction of gotu kola has shown improved healing rates after various surgical procedures

and traumatic injury.30-32 Clinical trials also found that gotu kola actives helped to correct and prevent

the formation of hypertrophic scars and keloid.33 Another potential benefit of gotu kola following
surgery is reflected in the many clinical trials that show its benefit for venous disorders. These suggest
the herb might be useful in minimizing the risk of post-surgical DVT. In support of this, a clinical trial
found gotu kola actives significantly prevented edema and microcirculatory defects associated with

long-distance air travel.34
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